The Mark III interferometer is a phase-coherent stellar interferometer designed for astrometry. Operating through the turbulent atmosphere, the instrument is also a sensitive detector of atmospheric phase fluctuations. The effect of phase fluctuations on astrometric accuracy is reviewed, and phase measurements obtained with the instrument at Mt. Wilson using a 12-m base line are presented. These measurements agree well with the predictions of a simple Kolmogorov spatial spectrum over the frequency range ofO.001-100 Hz. From these measurements, the outer scale of turbulence for propagation through the entire atmosphere is estimated to be >2 km. The standard deviation for an absolute astrometric measurement estimated from these measurements is -6.14 T-I/6 sec of arc for long integration times for conditions of O.5-sec of arc seeing. For star-switched relative measurements, this error should decrease as the square root of the number of switching cycles.
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Atmospheric turbulence is the fundamental factor limiting the performance of all ground-based astrometric instruments, affecting both sensitivity and accuracy. While in practice instrumental limitations can dominate performance, the intent in the design of the Mark III instrument was to keep systematic errors sufficiently small that atmospheric turbulence would be the only significant error mechanism when rapid star switching was employed. Section II describes the effects of turbulence on measurements of stellar position, both for the case of a simple Kolmogorov spatial spectrum, and for the case of a model incorporating a finite outer scale. Section III presents atmospheric phase measurements obtained with the Mark III interferometer at Mt. Wilson in the fall of 1986. Data from the Mark II instrument are also presented. Onlyonecolor observations are considered in this paper. The use of two-color methods to reduce atmospheric errors is an important part of the operation of the Mark III instrument and is discussed in detail in a separate paper.3
II. Atmospheric Effects
After propagating through the turbulent atmosphere, an initally coherent wave will exhibit a finite coherence area and a finite coherence time. The coherence diameter ro is that aperture diameter over which the rms phase fluctuations of the wavefront are -1 rad. With a slow angle tracker, this parameter is given by4
I. Introduction
The Mark III astrometric interferometer is a phasecoherent white-light stellar interferometer designed for astrometry. It became operational on Mt. Wilson in Sept. 1986 using, at present, a 12-rn N-S base line. It succeeds the 3.1-rn Mark II interferometer which operated on Mt. Wilsen from Aug. 1982 until Sept. 1984 and incorporates a number of improvements over that instrument, especially in the area of thermal stability. The instrument measures the phase of the white-light fringe in two wide spectral channels covering -0.6-0.9 and 0.4-0.6 .urn. The fringe phase in the red channel serves as the error signal for a white-light fringe servo which controls the position of a lasermonitored delay line, while the fringe phase in the blue channel is used with the two-color method. Continuous fringe tracks vary from a fraction of a second to tens of seconds, depending on the seeing. Figures 1  and 2 
